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Improved Estimators for the GMANOVA Problem with 
Application to Monte Carlo Simulation* 
MING TAN 
Purdue Uniuersit? 
Communicated by C. R. Rao 
The problem of finding classes of estimators which improve upon the usual (e.g.. 
ML, LS) estimator of the parameter matrix in the GMANOVA model under 
(matrix) quadratic loss is considered. Classes of improved estimators are obtained 
via combining integration-by-parts methods for normal and Wishart distributions. 
Also considered is the application of control variates to achieve better efficiency in 
multipopulation multivariate simulation studies. !i’: 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The general multivariate analysis of variance (GMANOVA) model was 
formulated by Potthoff and Roy [13] as a generalization of mulfvariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) that could be applied to compare growth 
curves across treatment populations. This model has the form 
U=A,OA,+E, E-MO, InOQ), (1.0) 
where U is an n x r matrix of observed data on r = q +p dependent 
variables, A, is a known n x m design matrix of rank m < n, and A, is a 
known p x r matrix of values of rank p obtained from p covariates (possibly 
including the covariate of time). The m xp parameter matrix 0 contains 
the unknown slope parameters which are to be estimated. Following con- 
ventions for representation of distributions of random matrices given, for 
example, in Muirhead [ 121, EN N(0, I, @ 9) means that the rows of E are 
i.i.d. r-variate normal random vectors with common mean vector 0 and 
covariance matrix 0. 
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These has been considerable research done on the estimation of 8 and 
Sz in this model. An overview can be found in Kariya [9]. In this paper, 
advantage is taken of the Stein effect to give classes of estimators improv- 
ing upon the usual maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), under various 
loss functions. 
For any estimator 6 =6(U) of 8, two types of loss function will be 
considered: a matrix loss (Bilodeau and Kariya [ 33) and a scalar loss. The 
matrix loss is defined to be 
L(S; 0, Q) = (6 - 0) Q(S - O)‘, (1.1) 
where Q is a known p-dimensional positive definite matrix. For any known 
t x m matrix G of rank t <m, the scalar loss function 
L*(6;O,SZ)=tr[GL(G;p,Z)G’]=tr[G’G(G-@)Q(6-@)’I (1.2) 
is the trace of GL(6; 0, SZ)G’. As usual, the risk of an estimator 6 is defined 
to be the expectation of the loss over U: 
R(6;O,SZ)=E[L(G(U);O,Q)], R*(6;0,8)=E[L*(G(U);O,0)]. 
One estimator 6, is said to dominate another one 6, in risk under 
L(S; 0, Q) if 
R(6,;0,52)-R(6,;0,g)~O for all 0 and a. 
Domination in risk under L clearly implies dominance in risk under L*, 
but not necessarily conversely. 
If 4 is the MLE of 0, it is known that 6 is minimax under the loss 
L**(6;O,a)= 
L*(&Q,Q) 
R*(&Q,Q)' 
It follows immediately that any estimator 6(U) which dominates $ in risk 
under the loss L*(& 0, ~2) is minimax for 0 under the loss L**(& 0, 52). 
Recall that A, has the factorization 
where r is an r x r orthogonal matrix and T= (A, A;)“* in nonsingular. It 
is well known (Gleser and Olkin [7]) that a sufficient statistics for (8, a) 
is 
(Y,X)=(A;A,)-‘A;Ur’, 
w=r~(I,-A,(A;A,)-‘A;) UT’, 
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where 
(K 9-Nh 01, (A;A,)r’Oa W-~p+,(Zn-m), 
where (Y, X) and W are independent. Here 
p=OT, z = rQr’, 
and W,( Y, v) represent the t-dimensional Wishart distribution with degrees 
of freedom v and expected value VP Also, Y and p are m x p matrices, 
while X is m x q. Because ( Y, X, W) is sufficient for (0, Sz), or equivalently 
for (p, C), it suffices to consider estimators of 0 based only on (Y, X, W). 
Instead, one can consider estimators 6( Y, X, W) of ,u and convert these to 
estimators 6( Y, X, W) Tp ’ of 0. For this purpose, the loss functions (1 .l ) 
and (1.2) are replaced by 
L(6; p, C) = (6 - p) T- ‘QT’+‘(d - p)‘, 
L*(~;P, C)=~~[G(G-P)T-‘QT’~‘(~-~)‘G], 
which simply redefines the weight matrix Q. 
Consequently, the following canonical estimation problem is considered. 
One observes 
(Y,J3-N(p,O), con W-~p.,(&n-mL 
( Y, X) and W statistically independent, 
(1.3) 
and seeks to estimate p under either the matrix loss function 
U& ~1, C) = (6 -PI Q(h -P)’ 
or the corresponding scalar loss 
(1.4) 
L*(h; p, C) = tr[GL(G; , C)G’], (1.5) 
where C and Q are known p xp positive definite matrices and G is a known 
t x m matrix of rank t > m. 
The MANOVA model is the special case of (1.0) with A2 = Z, (and 
q = 0). Estim a ton in MANOVA using the Stein shrinkage estimators has t’ 
previously been confined to improving upon the MLE of 0 (or of p) under 
special assumptions either on the covariance matrix 52 or on the centering 
matrix Q (see, e.g., Bilodeau and Kariya [3] and also references in Tan 
Cl51). 
The case where sl is unknown and Q is known has been treated 
primarily in the special case m = 1 (estimation of a normal mean vector). 
Berger, Bock, Brown, Casella, and Gleser Cl], Berger and Haff [2], and 
Gleser [4-61 have succeeded in developing ever wider classes of minimax 
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estimators dominating the MLE (in scalar loss). Their results (particularly 
those of Gleser [S]) have recently been generalized to the MANOVA 
model, under both matrix and scalar losses, by Honda [S]. Some limited 
extensions to GMANOVA under scalar loss have also been obtained by 
Kubokawa and Saleh [lo]. It is the purpose of the present paper to give 
quite general classes of dominating minimax estimators, under both scalar 
and matrix losses, for the GMANOVA model. 
In Section 2 it is shown that the GMANOVA problem can be reduced 
to the MANOVA problem by a conditioning argument (which also permits 
improved estimators of certain functions of the covariance matrix Q to be 
obtained). In Section 3, it is shown that the improved estimators developed 
for (the canonical form of) GMANOVA can be used to increase the 
efficiency of Monte Carlo simulations in multipopulation multivariate 
simulation experiments when control variates are used. 
2. IMPROVED ESTIMATORS FOR THE GMANOVA MODEL 
We now give classes of improved estimators for the GMANOVA 
problem defined in (1.3)-(1.5). The basic idea is to use a conditional argu- 
ment to change the problem into one of the MANOVA canonical form. To 
see this, using Theorem 3.2.10 in Muirhead [12] (and adopting the nota- 
tions used there as well), it is easy to note that the following holds. 
LEMMA 2.1. rf(Y, X)-N((,O), ZOC), 
and (Y, X) is independent of W, then 
YI X~N+J33’,Zm0~11.2), x-WA Z,O~,,), 
W 11.2 - wp(n*, ~ll.2)T n*=k-q, 
B’ = W,’ W,, 1 W,, NwB’, w,’ 0~11.*), 
where 
P = ~c,2~,‘~ c11.2 = 21, - &,~,‘~,I 3 WI,., = WI, - WI2 w,-,’ w21, 
and WI,., is independent of (Y, X), W,,, W22, and, consequently, B. 
AS is well known 2 = Y- XB’ is the ML and unbiased estimator of p. 
From this lemma, it is easy to see that 
Z= Y-XB’=X-x/T-X(B-B)‘, 
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and Y- X/?’ and X(B - @)’ are independent. Using Lemma 2.1, 
Cov(Z I x W,,) = (I,, + XW,‘X’)OC,,.,; 
we then have 
z I x w22 -N, U,+~W,‘~‘)0~,,.,). 
Let A = I,,, + XW;‘X’, Z* = A-“‘Z, p* = ApLi2, W* = W,,,, and 
C* = C,,.,; then 
z*lx w22- w*, z,@z*) and w* - wp(n*, c*). (2.1) 
This is then of the canonical form of the MANOVA model. A class of 
improved estimators has been obtained in Honda [8]. Tan [14] gives 
more detailed and general treatment. Direct application of Theorem 2 in 
Honda [S] yields the class of improved estimators 6* for p*, which is 
defined by 
6*(z*, w*) = z* - t*(Z*, w*), 
where 
t*(Z*, W*~=tr~!;:~*,(M*z*W*-l+k~~~lZ*u(W*)), (2.2) 
where the function U(W) is defined by 
U(W)= y( 
i+h.. a 
z- 1% b(W) 
!I > 
and is assumed to satisfy 
U(W) U’( W)G w-2 
and 
A!f*=z+ 
2 z*w*-‘z*’ 
n*-p- 1 trZ*W*p’Z*” 
Consequently the improved estimator for p is given by 
6(Z, W) = A”26*(Z*, W*). 
Formally we have 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
P-5) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose the usual regularity conditions (Gleser [ 51) hold. 
If p > 3 and 
then S(Z, W) defined by (2.5) dominates Z in risk under matrix loss (1.4). 
Proof: Easy, since 
NJ,; P, z) - R(&,; PL, 2) 
=EXW2ZEZ’X~WZ2((~Z-~)(62-~)‘-(Z-~)(Z-~)’) 
= EX,W22A1/*[EZ*1X.W22((82* _ p*)(g - p*)’ - (z* - p*)(z* - p*)‘)A l’*. 
Q.E.D. 
However, if scalar loss is used, the estimator defined by (4.3) in 
Honda [8] can be adapted to give estimators which improve upon Z 
under scalar loss (1.5). In fact, let 
6,(Z, W)=Z-A'/Zt(Z*, w*), (2.6) 
where 
t(Z*, w*) 
b( W*)(G’G)-’ 
fv;z*w*-‘+ 
2 
= tr[(G’G)-‘Z*W*-‘Z*‘] n*-p-l 
z*u( w*) 
and 
MX=Z+ 
2 Z*W*-‘ZW(G’G)-’ 
n*-p- 1 tr[Z*W*-‘Z*‘(G’G)-‘1’ 
Then we have 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the same regularity conditions as in Theorem 2.1, if 
pm > 3, and 
0 < b(W) < 2(p~~Z)(pn~~f- ‘) Amin( W), 
then the estimators defined by (2.6) dominate Z in scalar loss (1.5). 
Note that two common choice of b(W) are 
b,(W) =Clmin(W) and b2( W) = c(tr W-‘-l, 
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where c is a constant (Gleser [5]). Then the resulting U(W) functions are 
ul(w) = ‘iiL( w) g’g and U,(W) = II--‘[tr( W-l)] -‘, 
where g is the characteristic vector of W corresponding to &,in, g’g = 1. 
Consequently, two common classes of improved estimators are obtained. 
Since broader and different classes of improved estimators for the 
MANOVA model can be obtained, the improved estimators for the 
GMANOVA are readily derived using the above idea. Those improved 
estimators for the MANOVA include, for example, the one which gives the 
different rows of the observation matrix different weights. For notational 
brevity, the following equivalent problem is considered : 
y-w4~,Oa w- yv, k), Y and W independent, (2.7) 
U6; PL, C) = (6 - P)(d - PL)‘, (2.8) 
L*(6; p, C) = tr[GL(G; p, C)G’]. (2.9) 
Let 
h(Y, W)= trC;~ly’, D,.YW-‘, 
where D, = Diag(c,, . . . . c,) is used to put different weights on different 
rows of W. Then the estimator is 
6 = Y- t( Y, W) = Y - trb;;!$ (MYW-’ + 2dYU’( W)), (2.10) 
where 
t(Y, W)= trb;;!y;, (MYW-’ + 2dYU’( W)), 
and d = l/(k -p - 1). However, in proving the dominance in matrix loss, 
the following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H and F be m x m symmetric matrices. If0 < H < I and 
F> 0, then HF+ FH < 2aF, in the sense of semi-definiteness of matrices, 
where a = (~max(F)/Jmin(F)) ‘I2 is the condition number of F. 
Proof Since Fa 0, there exists G 2 0 such that F= G2. It then suffices 
to prove that G-‘HG + GHG-’ < al. Let I(A) denote any one of 
the eigenvalues of a matrix A. Then it suffices to show that 
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A((G-‘HG + GHG-‘)/2) <a. By the singular-value decomposition, there 
exists orthogonal matrices U and I/ such that G-‘HG = VDV, where 
D = Diag(l:/2(HFHF-1), . . . . lx2(HFHF-‘), 
and &(A) denotes the ith eigenvalue of the matrix A. Let Q = UV and 
P = V’DV; we then have G-‘HG = QP, where the matrix Q is orthogonal 
and P is positive semi-definite. Then for any vector v such that (v’v)~/~ = 1, 
we have 
V’ 
G-‘HG+GHG-’ 
2 > 
v = v’QPv 6 (v’QQ’u)“‘(v’P’Pu)“~ = (v’P’Pu)“~. 
Consequently, 
G-‘HG+ GHG-’ 
2 > 
<~“z(p’P)=A:“2(HFHF-‘). 
However (see, for example, Marshall and Olkin [ 11, pp. 2462481) 
J.*(HFHF-‘) < &,,,,(FH2F) 1,,,(F~‘H2F-‘). 
But 0 < H < Z implies HZ <I and F> 0 implies A112(F2) = A(F); then 
A(HFHF-‘) <1,,,(F) A,;(F). 
Therefore, 
Gp’HG+GH-‘G-’ 
2 
Q.E.D. 
By using this lemma and following the steps of Gleser [S] and 
(3.4)-(3.12) in Honda [8], the estimator as defined by (2.10) dominates Y 
in risk if 
O<b(W)< 
2(p-2a) k-p- 1 
c (k-p+3)* Amin( w)2 max 
(2.11) 
where p > 2~ and a = (c,,,/emin)“‘, c,,, = maxi SiGm(~i), C,in = 
min, G i<m(ci), and 12,in( W) is the smallest eigenvalue of W. See Tan [ 151 
for more details. 
Moreover if we let the “h” function in Gleser [S, 61 be 
h( Y, W) = coa( W) s(tr[ YWp’Y’) YW-‘, (2.12) 
where c0 20, the scalar function s( .) maps [0, cc) into (0, co) and is 
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continuous and differentiable, and the scalar function a( IV) is nonnegative, 
continuous, and differentiable (with respect to the elements of IV). Define 
where 
6,(Y, W)= Y-t(Y, W), (2.13) 
t( Y, W) = q,a( W) s(u)[M, YW-’ + 2d YU( W), (2.14) 
M,=Z+C(U) yw-‘y’, C(U)= -2d$$a, o=tr[yW-‘y’, 
V 
Then this estimator dominates Y, the MLE (see Tan [15] for details). 
Also, we point out that if we apply Gleser [S] row-wise to Y, the 
estimators 
6(Y, W)= Y-t(Y, W)= Y-(tl(Y,, W) ,..., tk(Ym, W))’ (2.15) 
are obtained, where 
[(1+2d) W-‘Y,+2dU(W)Y,] 
and d= l/(k--p - 1). It is then easy to see that such an estimator also 
dominates Y in risk under the scalar loss L*(6; p, Z). Although row-wise 
domination is obviously necessary for domination under the matrix loss 
L(6; ~1, C), it is not clearly sufficient for such domination. Consequently it 
is of interest to see if this row-wise estimator still dominates Y under 
matrix loss. The answer is yes and the proof of this result is obtained by 
again using the unbiased estimator for the difference in risk argument. For 
details, see Tan [14]. 
To conclude this section, we point out that all the above problems can 
be put into a generalized framework. In fact, from Lemma 2.1 and condi- 
tional on X and Wz2, it is easy to see that 
Then 
(; -;y)(;)=( ‘;FB’)=@. 
So conditional on X and Wzz, 
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Thus the problem is reduced to one of the MANOVA with 
e=( ;,), c=(yg-’ -gs), 
and the matrix loss function 
L,(6; 13, 2) = (6 - 0) Q(6 -e)', 
where Q is still a p xp matrix but (3 is (m + q) x p. 
Then classes of improved estimators (say, 6) for 8 can be obtained easily 
by treating 8 as the new parameter matrix. Moreover, for any matrix K, let 
6* be an estimator of K8. The corresponding matrix loss is 
L;(6*; KB, KCK')=(6* -K@)Q(6* - KO)'. 
Then if 6 is an improved estimator of 8 under loss LG, K6 is an improved 
estimator for K8 under loss Lz. In fact, we have 
=KL,(d, 0)K'. 
Hence, let K = (I 0); then another class of improved estimators under 
matrix loss (1.1) for K 0( = ,u) is obtained. Moreover, by choosing different 
K matrices we can obtain improved estimators for the parameter matrix 
(or submatrices) of interest. For instance, in order to get improved 
estimators for the slope /I, let K= (0 I); then Kc? gives the improved 
estimators for p. 
4. APPLICATION TO MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
The control variates method has been widely used in simulation studies 
as a means for improving efficiency in the estimation of parameters. (See, 
e.g., Wilson [16].) This technique uses data collected on some ancillary 
phenomenon with known mean to construct an unbiased estimator of the 
mean response which has smaller variance. 
We show in the following that the combination of this method with the 
shrinkage methodology offers an increased efficiency in terms of reducing 
the risks of the estimators for the response mean under various loss 
functions. It suffices to see that the meta-model for multipopulation multi- 
variate simulation is exactly of the canonical form of the GMANOVA 
model. Suppose the populations (responses) are Y/, i = 1, . . . . m, and Yi is 
a p x 1 random vector, and the control variates used respectively for the 
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responses are X, , . . . . X,, which are q x 1 random vectors with known mean 
vectors (say) 0, . . . . 0. Further assume the joint distribution is 
where 
Y = ( r;, . ..) Yh)‘, x= (A-;) . ..) XL)‘, 
P = (Pi, . . . . Pi??)‘, 0 = (0, . . . . 0). 
Suppose we have (say) n independent runs of the simulation experiment, 
namely, 
yi(i), x!jl I 3 i=l > ‘.., m, j = 1, . . . . n, 
and (Y, X) with 
P= ( P; ) . ..) IQ’, yi=i ,i yp, 
j=l 
x= (Xi, . ..) XL)‘, Xi =i ,f: xp, 
J=I 
and 
i 
,i ( yp _ yj)( yp - p,)’ i (y/j) - Fi)(Xjj) - Xi)’ 
w= f J=,’ j=l 
i= 1 jFl (x;A - xii,( y/j) - Fi)’ i (X,‘j) - W,)(X!j’ -Xi)’ 
j=l 
=(Z 2); 
then 
w- wp+, ( iZ,m(n- 1) , > 
where 
The control variates technique then leads to the use of Z = P- XB’ and 
B = W,,, WA’. In order to attain maximum variance reduction, the correla- 
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tion between Y and X needs to be reasonably high. This can be achieved 
in practice by choosing appropriate control variates. In fact, denote ,E,v,, = 
Z.,,, - C,,,J;xtZ, ; then 
Cov(2) = E x wyx E Cov( Z 1 X, W,,) 
= EX3 wrx(Z, + XW.$X’) 0 C,,,., 
where d = m(n - 1). Straightforward algebra yields that 
Cov(Z) d Cov( Y), 
provided 
In other words, we need the canonical correlations to be all at least as large 
as q(d- l)-‘I. Now we have 
which is of the canonical form of the GMANOVA. Then classes of 
estimators which improve upon Z can be easily obtained through 
(2.2)-(2.5). 
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